
GAMESS 
 
1. CHEMCOMPUTE: 

 
I. Go to Chem Compute (https://chemcompute.org/ ) REGISTER as a new user. Sign up and then 

click LOGIN on the upper right. 
II. By choosing “Help” on the upper panel contact  the web administrator at 

mark.perri@sonoma.edu give him your login name and email and tell him you need additional 
time on the “Comet” or “Bridges” cluster because your are doing Advanced Organic (CHEM 
4320) with me. 

III. We will be USING the GAMESS software suite ( https://www.msg.chem.iastate.edu/ .  
IV. As you are waiting for the upgrade of your account you need to familiarize yourself with how 

the website operates by doing some calculations. Click GAMESS on the top panel and select 
“INFORMATION & EXPERIMENTS” . 

V. Under  “General Chemistry” Select the “Lab Experiment” for the “Explore bonding in Diatomic 
Molecules module. Follow the instructions to see how a DFT calculation can be used to explore 
chemical bonding. 
 
2. CCDC 

a. The structure for l-Br-µ-(CH3)3SiB5H7 is available from the Cambridge 
Crystallographic Data Centre (https://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/ ) as id# 1112621 
  
 

 

b. Download Avogadro (https://avogadro.cc/ ) for editing and visualizing molecules for 
input to GAMESS or as output from GAMESS calculations 

c. Open the .cif file labelled 112621 in Avogadro 
d. To display the whole molecule it is necessary to repeat the unit cell by selecting BUILD 

from the top menu, choose “Super Cell Builder…” and set the A/B/C repeats to 2. 
e. From top menu click the “Selection Tool” (black arrow) and on the LEFT panel change 

“Selection Mode” to Molecule. 
f. On TOP panel click “Navigation Tool” to rotate as needed, then after changing to 

“Selection Tool” select the borane and silicon molecules from the center of the cells. 
g. Copy and Paste into a new window. 
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h. From top menu click the “Selection Tool” (black arrow) , select each of the carbons 
attached to the silicon atom and choose and using BUILD add hydrogens to complete 
methyl groups. 

 
 
 
3. GAMESS 

i. To generate an input file for GAMESS from the TOP panel select “Extensions”, Gamess 
and “Input Generator”’ 

ii. The Parameters are: “Single Point E” ; with “B3LYP” and “6-31G(d);  in “Gas”; Multiplicity 
“Singlet”; Charge “Neutral”. 

iii. Click “Generate” from the LOWER panel. 
iv. Go to Chem Compute (https://chemcompute.org/ ) click GAMESS on the top panel and 

select “SUBMIT A JOB” . 
v. Choose “Submit Your Own Files” , use “Browse” to identify your .inp file, and choose a 

cluister, # of cores and Time Limit and SUBMIT. 
vi. You can watch the job run in realtime and when finished select “Download Output File”.  

vii. Before leaving the site scroll down to visualizations and select “28 -0.807” under 
ORBITALS 

viii. Convert the GAMESS .out file to a .gms  filetype by right clicking the file and using 
rename option. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. AIM 
To view the topology of the wave function download the Multiwfn wavefunction analyzer  
from http://sobereva.com/multiwfn/  . In multifwn 

i. Start the multifwn application by double clicking  and hit [return] to load the .gms file 
ii. Select 2 for toplogy analysis 

iii. Select 3 to search CPs from atom pairs 
iv. Select -10 to return to previous menu 
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v. Select 4 to plot in plane 
vi. Select 3 to use Laplacian 

vii. Select 6 for Gradient lines   
viii. Select [return] for default grid lines 

ix. Select 4 to choose three atoms as 3,4,6 (for A1,A2,A3 ) 
x. Close image (right click on mouse) and select 6 to generate interbasin path 

xi. Select -1 to show again and 0 to save to file  
xii. Close image and select 8 to generate bonds based on distance and radii 

xiii. Select -1 to show again and 0 to save to file  
xiv. Repeat steps ix-xii for atoms 3,6,12 

 

 


